Schlage S-6800

Smart style. Smarter thinking.

The Schlage S-6800 digital touchpad
lock with fingerprint reader, gives you
peace of mind with flexibility for
modern lives.
Features and benefits
Exceptional convenience
Access your home by user PIN, card, FOB or
ﬁnger-print
Add or delete individual codes with ease
Illuminated numeric touch pad
Never worry about losing keys
Easy to set up and operate
Volume and mute controls
No wiring needed
Enhanced security
Random PIN number function protects
your entry code
Built-in alarm senses potential door attacks
Door re-locks itself if left unlocked
Peace of mind
Weather resistant (tested to IP54)
Two year guarantee
Double locking

Specifications
S-6800

Door thickness
40mm – 90mm
Backset
70mm

The S-6800 is packed full of features that gives the

stick-on patches or ﬁnger-print reader. There is

home owner a range of possibilities that ﬁts with

also a key override in case of an emergency.

modern lifestyles and security.

The S-6800 also has additional security features

Simple to program, the S-6800 provides up to

such as a built-in alarm which can sense forced

ten different user PIN codes, 50 cards/fobs and

entry, and an auto re-lock feature if the door is

100 ﬁngerprints, as well as temporary access

left unlocked for a period of time. The door

codes can be created for contractors or guests.

unlocks from the inside by rotating the lever

The codes can be individually added and deleted

from the inside at any time, making it easy to

using the simple menu.

exit in an emergency.

The lock can be operated using a number of
convenient ways, including the keypad, card, fob,
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We believe that style lives in the details, because it’s the details
that bring everything together in a home.
Our door hardware, deadbolts and electronic locks provide
open possibilities for homeowners to reflect their style.
Every day, Schlage creates solutions that bring our customer’s
visions to life. These solutions make homes and lives smarter,
safer and more beautiful.
At the end of the day, we’re opening a lot more than just doors.
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Allegion (NYSE: ALLE) is a global pioneer in safety and security, with leading brands like
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Schlage®, Legge®, LCN®, Briton® and Brio®. Focussing on security around the door and adjacent

